Courses Planned for 2017-18, Department of Political Science UCF*

**Summer 2017**
- INR6339  DW59 Strategic Warning Analysis Handberg 25
- INR6346  DW59 Politics of International Terrorism Dolan 25

**Fall 2017**
- INR7687  Theoretical Approaches to Security Studies M 1:00-3:50 PH305G Mousseau M 10
- POS7745  Advanced Quantitative Methods R 2:00-4:50 PH409 Kinsey 10
- POS7707  Advanced Qualitative Methods HPH 305G W 2:00-4:50 Tezcur 10
- POS6747  Advanced Topics Quantitative Methods (Time series), TBA, Lanier M
- POS6736  Conduct of Political Inquiry PH305G T 6:00-8:50 Vieux 25
- POS6746  Quantitative Methods HPH 310 W 6:00-8:50 Pollock 25
- POS6743  Geographic Tools for Political Science Research M 6:00-8:50 Ash, 310 or 402
- INR6356  Environmental Security T 6:00-8:50 Jacques 25
- CPO6038  Political Development W 6:00-8:50 Boutton
- INR6605  Seminar on War R 6:00-8:50 Kang
- INR6275  Intl Pol Middle East R 6:00-8:50 Sadri
- POS6207  Political Behavior R 6:00-8:50 Knuckey

**Spring 2018**
- INR7337  Issues in International Security HPH 305G M 1400-1650 Boutton 10
- INR7139  Issues in Domestic Security W 1:00-3:50 Mirilovic 10
- POS7930  Professional Development (Applied) 1 PH305G T 10:00-12:00 ??? 20
- POS6747  AdvancedTopicsQuantitativeMethodsR1400-1650HPH410Kang15
- POT6007  Seminar Pol Theory M 6:00-8:50 Marien 25
- PO6091  Comparative Politics HPH305G T 6:00-8:50 Ash 25
- INR6039  International Political Economy M 6:00-8:50 Mousseau D 25
- INR6007  International Politics W 6:00-8:50 Dolan 25
- CPOXXX  African Politics & Security W6:00-8:50Powell25
- INR6108  American Foreign Policy R 6:00-8:50 Mousseau M 25
- INR6366  Intelligence Community T 6:00-8:50 Reynolds 25
- POS6639  Public Law T 6:00-8:50 Lanier 25
- POS6045  American Politics R 6:00-8:50 Knuckey 25
- POS6686  National Security Law

* Subject to change.